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### GENERAL NOTE:

1. The dotted line details for freeways also apply to collector distributor roads and interchanges on expressways and conventional state highways.
NOTE:

1.8 in. white solid lines for gore areas shall connect at the theoretical gore.

DETAIL A

Ramp Gore Line

Theoretical Gore (Painted Nose)
**NOTES:**

1. Where required, white chevron markings shall be 24 in. wide and spaced 40 ft apart.

2. 8 in. white solid lines for gore areas shall connect at the theoretical gore. See Detail A on Standard Drawing E 801-DLIM-02.
NOTE:

1. 8 in. white solid lines for gore areas shall connect at the theoretical gore. See Detail A on Standard Drawing E 801-DLIM-02.
NOTE:
1. 8 in. white solid lines for gore areas shall connect at the theoretical gore. See Detail A on Standard Drawing E 801-DLIM-02.
NOTE:

1. The dotted line shall be extended to the lesser of 300 ft or the nearest intersection.
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NOTE:

1.8 in. white solid lines for gore areas shall connect at the theoretical gore. See Detail A on Standard Drawing E 801-DLIM-02.
Theoretical Gore (Painted Nose)

NOTES:

1. Where required, white chevron markings shall be 24 in. wide and spaced 40 ft apart.

2. Install pavement marking message arrows if required by designer. Arrows are 1.5 times larger than as shown on Standard Drawing E 808-MKPM-02.

3. 8" White solid lanes for gore areas shall connect at the theoretical gore. See Detail A on Standard Drawing E 808-DLIM-01.
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NOTES:

1. Install pavement marking messafe arrows if required by designers. Arrows are 1 1/2 times larger than as shown on Standard Drawing E 808-MKPM-02.

2. 8 in. white solid lines for gore areas shall connect at the theoretical gore. See Detail A on Standard Drawing E 801-DLIM-02.